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Computersysteme für technische Anwendungen

 Valid since 2014-11-20

Spec.vers. Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
Remarks and assignment Indiv. nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 (Basis)

General information 

X X X x

X X X

X X X x

Operating-hours-counter for warranty and service cases  (only KOSY3, MCS, IF5 + 6, since July 2007) X X X x
X X X x

Control and operation via TouchScreen, optional o.d. o.d. o.d. o.d.

Installation
X X X x

Suitable for installation in networks X X X x
Manual for installation and Start-up X X X x

X X X x
Support of network-templates with MSI-package a. special hotline >>>>specific X X x

Operation principles and general functions
Modern Windows-user interface with ToolTip-texts X X X x

X X X x
Selection and assignment of machine with picture of its construction X X x
Machine selection differenciated in 3D printer or milling machine or scanning X X x
Conversational input of values and conditions X   X X x

Modules and Data of 
 - nccad8 Lathe
 - nccad9 Mill/Print/Scan – from application key *.50.33

 subject to alterations

nccad8 is available for lathes only, since Jan. 2014, it is replaced by 
Nccad9*, delivered since June 2014 in offered performance level (* nccad9, nccad9a, nccad9b).  
 New systems are delivered with version 9a or 
 on special demands with our old version 7.5 (some OEM-clients)
Red = New in nccad8/9 compared to nccad7.x
Brown  = Available on demand only
Light blue = replaced by other functions, normally simplier and more intuitive 
Magenta = New and/or extended, available since September 2014 
Green = With control unit MCS (IF6) only                              
Yellow = Column on the right- limitations in basic version nccad9! o.d. = on demand and after consultation

Extensive CAD/CAM program with direct machine control for operating and programming 
- our coordinate system KOSY of generations 1, 2, 3, 4, and types CPFx and MultiLite 3D 
- all CNC- control units IF3 (optional), IF4x produced earlier by MAXcomputer 
- our MultiControllerUnit MCS with IF5 and IF6 by MAXcomputer
- custom-specific control units for OEM partners of MAXcomputer

Delivery on CD in CD-Box, Update via internet
Machine-/Control-related licence (runs on unlimited number of PCs, 
but only relating machine/control can be operated)
Installation key (key code)
Automatic generation of a „service file“ for system support

Flash = Renew/Update of nccad-relating firmware (only KOSY3; MCS, IF5 a.6, since 2006)

Suitable for Windows, XP, VISTA ; Windows 7and 8

Program volume approx.  130 MB (memory requirements on HD)

Mostly self-explanatory and intuitive, special user guide after first start of program
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X X X

Administration of 1 application file  x

Help within the software
HTML-Helpsystem with searchtree, fulltextsearch and index (CHM-file); with INTERNET-updating X X X x
Help pages also available as PDF-file X X X x
Access to help from help boxes X X X x
Slide-and video assistance for basic knowledge X X x

Support
Example files, beginner files X X X x
Updates for clients of MAXcomputer via INTERNET also for and OEM-customers after consultation X X X x
System support via e-mail-HOTLINE (max. 5 days response time) and INTERNET X x

X X
Forum for 3D Print on our website (3D-forum) since January 2014- also in English, on German site X X x

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
CNC-Part nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 (Basis)
Machine control together with control electronics of MAXcomputer

X X X x

X X X x

LookAhead combined with spooler (MCS with IF6) X X X x
StandAlone-operation (separate from PC) o.d. o.d. o.d. o.d.

X X X x

X X X x

o.d. X X

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
Tool management nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b
Tool-length-measurement with optional sensor X X x
Tool correction memory, also without automatic toolchanger X X X x
User guide for sequence of tools with manual or semi-automatic toolchanging X X x

Administration of up to 5 application files: 
- transmission of drawing parts via symbols

System support via e-mail and phone HOTLINE and INTERNET 

Communication via serial port (RS232) of PC, through microcontroller independent from PC-speed 
USB via converter/adaptor
Support of  Microstepping (steady run, fine resolution of position)
Increased feed-speed, max. pulse frequency 80 kHz, single axis max. 300 kHz
Control of servo-drives optional

Spooler for workpiece-machining without interruptions, hardware existing.
Automatic HOME-positioning (endswitch support, hardware existing). 
Go to UNCLAMPING-POSITION through click. Manual operation of axle-movements: 
- by cursor-keys in 4 different jumps (10, 1, 0.1, 0.01 mm) or continuous in 5 different speeds (with parameters 
of single axes).
- Manual operation and override function (change of feed and/or rpm during program) by optional           
handwheel box, JoyStick customer specific.

Go to retreat distance by click 
Touch function for easy setting fo WZP
Administration of up to 20 WZPs, values and names to edit
Macros
3 individual macros to set with transmission of max. 20 parameters (variables) to integrate, e.g.:
- Go to a measuring position with re-edting
- Go to a tool-changing position
- any cycles for turning and milling
Basic-Macros automatically integrated to be changed individually:
- Reference run G76
- Unclamping position G77
- Reserve G78

nccad9 
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X X X x

X X x

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
Scanning nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b

X X

Intake of position as CNC-command (Teach-in) X X X x

Machine control together with control electronics

X X X x

X X x
X

Circular interpolation in 2 of 3 axles (circular motion X/Y- o. X/Z- o. Y/Z-level) X X x
X X

o.d. o.d. o.d.
Operation mode "drilling machine", together with Joystick (optional) o.d. o.d. o.d.
Stop and Go – function to continue at interruption position, (if sensor available) X X X x

o.d. o.d. o.d. o.d.

Text-Editor

X X X x

Text up to  about 1 Mio. lines (depending on operat. syst.), file size max. 40 MB. X X X
Text up to 1.000 lines, file size max. 1 MB. x
Generate/Edit macros (*.NCM) X X X

CNC-Programming

Support of automatic tool changing with up to 20 tools (mechanics optional)
Controlled by CNC-program “Tools.knc”. 
Support of semi-automatic toolchanging (mechanics optional)
- get „next tool“, lay down „utilized tool“ via extension arm
- manual emptying and filling of the bracket during machining time

nccad9 
Only in connection with selected type of sensor, customer specific, after consultation:
Scanning heights for general measuring technology, test series is written in evaluable file 
3D-scanning of 3D-bodies in X + Y-direction (surface, section) by optional sensor
3D-scanning of 3D-bodies all around, together with optional turning unit
Save 3D-data as surface file (re-editing in nccad and copy-milling)
Save 3D-data as STL-file
Scanning of edge contour and edge-contour lines by optional sensor, diff. Strategies
Contactless scanning  by laser sensor – custom specific, o.d.
See also 3D-scanning below.....

Control of the axes movements by G-codes, single axes or all axes simultaneous (e.g. G01 X10 Y20 Z10 B5 C90 U66)
Control of the analog/digital outputs and relays
Individual labelling of relays assignment 
Display of X-Y-Z-positions with resolution of 1/1000 mm or 1/100 (to switch after custom demand)
Display of X-Z-positions with resolution of 1/1000 mm or 1/100 (to switch after custom demand)

Interpolation with up to 16 axes, only MCSwith IF6
Support of optional programmable depth controller TMRa (to keep Z-position constant to surface)

Customer specific: Individual safety connection
- Software support of safety behavior
- Emergency stop (safe stop and reset)
- Activate/inactivate service state

Full-screen-editing with horizontal and vertical scroll; Display of lines and columns, help function 
Block operations: delete, shift, copy 
Special functions: Set tabulator.
File functions: print, save, save as, load 
ASCII-Import (NC-program was generated in another text editing program, file name *.knc)
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X X X x

Direct support of engravings and fonts X X x
Support of 4th axis (U-Axis) and of function "Turn&Mill" X X x
Support of C-axis with stepping motor- or Servo-drive X X x
Support of axes A and B X X x
Graphic simulation of NC-programs in 3D-level by OpenGL X X x
Support of Macros (Basics G76, G77), standard G65 with parameters input o.d. X X
Customer specific macros  (extended, individual) o.d. o.d. o.d.

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
CAD-part 2D nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 

Drawing

X X X x

Drawing elements

X X X x

X X x

X X x

View Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 

X X X x

Realistic 3D-view of the drawn elements (WYSIWYG) X X X x
Dock /undock the dialog window, help window on/off X X X x

Codesentences after DIN/ISO 66025, approx. 35 different NC-codes
Very slow feed speeds possible (smaller 1mm/min) , only MCS with IF6
Separate feed for Z-axis (Fz)
Support of relays and digital inputs
Support of analogue in/outputs
Syntax check, to switch off
Teach-In-mode with automatic code generation (including relays) 
Import of NC-files as connection to postprocessors of external CAD/CAM
Graphical simulation of NC-programs in 2D and 3D-level
Import of NC-files as connection to postprocessors (external CAD/CAM)
Graphic simulation of NC-programs in 2D- and 3D-level

Input of coordinates by keyboard
- cartesian, absolute or relative via extension of the drawing (e.g. length x width) 
- vectors (polar coordinates via angle and extension)
Drawing by mouse
Dialogue input with graphic explanations
Input of values via keyboard with 3 digits after decimal point (1/1000) 
Display of the drawing elements in a tree with group assignment 
Shift the drawing elements in the tree by „Drag and Drop“
Individual naming for drawing elements and groups of elements

Line, with reference points end/centre and angle 
Polygon, input list for support points 
Arc with reference points point/centre, diameter or radius, tangent on arc
Curve (approximation, interpolation),
Reference point as help for orientation,

Rectangle with reference points corner/centre, dimensions
Circle with reference points Point/Centre, diameter or radius
Point, series of points
Tangent (interior/exterior), ellipse, oblong hole

Gears (interior, exterior, gear rack) with automatic calculation and datalist
Pad/path generation for PCBs with autom. outline correction

2D or 3D view of the drawing area, side views,
Shift view, rotate, zoom by mouse wheel approx. 0,05.....50 times.
Perspective, side and total view
Workpiece view in different modes, choice of colours
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Texts

X x

Engraving texts in True type or KOSY specific fonts X x

Documentation elements

X X X x

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 

Edit/Transform

X X X x

X X x

Information elements

X X X x

Groups instead of layers
Drawing in max. 30 groups, individual names, colouring, and technolgy assignment x

X X X

X X X x

Parameters/Settings

X X X x

One-line characters with one- and multi-line-editor, attributes to choose (type, height, angle, width)
Caption texts in TrueType-fonts or KOSY-specific fonts via roup „Documentation“
Write in flush setting in editing window with positioning help (e.g. middle)
Free position and angle of  text in the drawing area
Font size in points or mm, min. 20 KOSY-font files add. acces to TrueType-fonts

XX

XX

Dimensions: horizontal, vertical, angle, radius, directly editable texts or figures and font height 
Captions by texteditor in TrueType-fonts or KOSY-specific fonts via group „Documentation“

Catch:
- on grid, set grid, (different or same catch in axes A and Y), 
- at existing construction point (selected reference e.g. P1, start, end, support point),
  switch of catch/selection-distance in 3 steps 
Search/Select:
- with search window on any intersection (touch the drawing element anywhere)
- of group or drawing element in the tree
- „collect“ drawing elements by [Ctrl] + click in the drawing area
Delete (Window, separate, last, group, collected parts
Shift (separate, window)); Copy (separate, window)
Mirror hor./vert (with/without copy, also text);  Rotate drawing elements,
Text-re-editing, circular arrangement; hatch,
Undo in several levels up to 200 elements max
Shift construction point, change properties.
Chamfer and round, chamfer and round selectively
Contour correction, follow contour (autom. trimming and closing), 
Trim/lengthen lines and arcs,
Scale drawing elements and groups, 

Convert:
- choice of functions with help windows, and help texts (assistant)
- Dismantle contours in lines and polygons
- generate polygons (lines into polygons), all available groups to choose
- Polygon in 3D-polygon with editable Z-values.

Information on drawing elements
File information (number of drawing parts, date)

Draw in max. 30 groups, individual names, colours, technologies
Automatic colour switch when group is changed
Button  "Show or hide" (no machining) and/or lock (no editing possible).

Direct setting of line width, type of line (in group Documentation only), 
Colour, drawing area, size of Y-table as selected machine,  
Helplines (millimetre paper), grid, catch 
Default technologies via group technology
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Default layout for PCBs X X x

File operations

X X X x

Print/Plot

X X X x

   
Import

X X X x
Picture files as "background pictures" (BMP, GIF, IPG). X X x

Export o.d. o.d. o.d.
customer specific

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
CAD-Part 3D nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 

Colaboration with external 3D-CAD

X X x

X X x

X X x

3D-Shape function „Contour & Body“

X X x

Limitation to a  maximum of 36 contours x

3D-View

X X x

Import
DXF-level sketchesfor multiple sides-machining, STL-filesfor 3D-machining e.g. with Quick & Simple. X X x

Export
X X x

Load, save, save as 
Give information on worker and date, with comment attachment

acc. to Windows-setting, print help-pages via Internet browser;
Print in true scale with halfautomatic scaling
Print with firm paperformat DIN A4; Print with freely eligible scale factor.
Print preview

DXF, HPGL

Multi-lateral machining:
- Import of DXF-files in 6 levels (sides)
- Projection of the drawing elements onto the levels
- Editing of drawing elements in CAD-part of nccad

3D-movements
- threads: interior and exterior threads by Helix- movements 
- 3D-polygon: Draw a polygon in top view and completion of editable Z-values.

STL-functions:
- Import of STL-file (STL=format to describe 3D-bodies), ASCII or binary,
  To further processing in CAM-part of nccad (Milling of 3D-bodies, e.g. by function „quick & simple“)
- Connection to plastic zones from nccad7.x

The direct way from contour (polygon) to an STL-body
- 3D-bodies from contours, in circular or linear arrangement.
- Surface contours with variable height.
- Direct 3D-view  during drawing (body is „growing“).
- Save as STL-file for 3D-print or mill.
- This is a further development  from „ plastic zones“ in nccad7.x.

STL-viewer:
- Display, zoom, rotate
- Scale via scaling factor 1 to 40

CNC-program of 3D-machining, postprocessor to be adapted for customer
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CAD/CAM-Part: „Turning with turning unit“ = Turn & mill

X X x

Milling of STL-bodies, U-axis in 4 angles (0, 90, 180, 270° Quick & Simple) X X x

X

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
CAM-Part (Technology and postprocessor) nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 
Operation 

X X X x

Supported drawing elements
All elements available in CAD X X X x

Machining (Technology) Functions in 2 1/2 D

X X X x

X X x

Rough/finish with allowance, over-measurement, change of tools and rpm, el. activatable measuring function. X X

X

Bore-/Milling functions for internal and external threads in 3D-mode via helix movements (need of special tools) X X x
X X x

Start-up/stop curves for milling contour with/without helix infeed X X x

Support of the 4th axis (Turning, dividing)
Enter the raw measures 
Draw and process the turning contour:
- Outside contour with 3D-view
- Feed-direction
- automatically calculated proposal for finishing height, to edit
- individual rpm for roughing and finishing 
- infeed/cut off through vertical line or U-shape polygon
Assign and construct the surface treatment;  
- repeat function for surface treatment in arbitrary angles in any number of repetitions
- simulation of turn/mill 
Thread cutting, external, to choose or by default for M-threads
Customer specific: Select arrangement of the turning axis (e.g. parallel to Y-axis from front)

Milling of STL-bodies all around in different strategies:
- ...
- ...

Input of machining parameters via dialogue window with  
-graphic and text explanations, message box and automatic exclusions.
Instruction how to find machining data
Spreadsheet as help-program
Equal or individual machining  of drawing elements through group assignment.

Depth per step to choose; infeed;
Feed, separate feed for infeed (e.g. separate F for Z-axis with milling).
Lock machining with invisible groups;
Technology defaults for groups to define freely, automatic locking of single-piece technologies

Contour correction (none, interior, exterior), Tool diameter;  
Blind hole machining for circle/rectangle/oblong hole; Step-boring,
Inverse milling function (Isolation milling and emptying for PCBs = pocket
Workpiece-copies in X- and Y-direction;
Pocket milling:
- parallel to contours or angle (with finishing contour and angle to choose)
 - with islands in  X-Y-level
- automatic assignment of outside contour and isles, also with several pockets in one group
 - complete emptying of engravings with TrueType-fonts

Support of tool geometry with contour calculation:
- standard tools (cylinder, ball, radius...)
- geometry to define freely

Internal thread with normal screw tap in connection with C-Axis/HighPowerC-Axis and special clamp
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X X x

Machining 3-dimensional STL-bodies

X X x

Dispensing function/Automation

X X

Support of microjet dispensing with free intervals to choose X X x

o.d. o.d.

Switch functions

X X X x

o.d. o.d. o.d.

Graphic Simulation

X X X x

Particularities

X X x

Turning Print/Mill/Scan 2014
nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b nccad9 

Operational facilitations
Manual user surface for conventional turning (manual operation by mouse and keyboard) X

X

Tool-management with correction memory, manual switch through keyboard (Tn) X
Machine-related toolchange-position via macro

Multilateral machining:
- cube in 6 levels (sides) with 3-axes machine, automatic calculation of WZP
- 1 level with setting angle for U- and/or B-axis with selectable WZP, only in connection with MCS (IF6)

Function „Quick & simple STL“ with assistant – fast way from 3D-CAD to get a workpiece:
- 3 axes
- 4 axes, U settled
- free-form parts
- machine construction parts

Customer specific:
Point/track dispensing:
- dispensing sealings, glue, solder, etc.,or for general automation tasks
- synchronisation with CAD-contours
- support of direct dispensing from cartouches with pneumatic elements 
- support of "thrust-dispensing" for  2-components-mixture

Intelligent control of pumps and valves
Control and regulation of a connected process

Activation of max. 8 relays (depends on machine equipment) at beginning/end of machining
Switch of 16 digital outputs o.C. for customer specific tasks only
Query of input  states before or after machining Insert pauses (waiting times); 
Programmable voltage output for control of speed and similar – Consultation!
Support of the characteristic „ revs = f (voltage) “
F8-window =testfunction for switch inputs and analog inputs.

Customer specific : 
Switch in intervals to define during movement independent from feed – spec. axis controller required (MCS, IF6)

Simulation (with/without ZOOM) of tool tracks 
3D-display of the milling tracks
Deduction of CNC-Programs after DIN/ISO 66025 for KOSY or other CNC-Machines (for extra charge)
Forecast of  chipping volume and production time (individual adaptation required)
Simulation in 3D-view, with
- 3D-display of workpiece, tool and tracks
- exact display of the simulation by scrollbar, single-steps by turning the mouse wheel
- zoom and rotate 3D-display by mouse wheel

Reverse-play-compensation for drives with trapezoid spindle 
also with polygon contours and series of arcs:: specific and optional

Special functions for CNC-lathes in connection with MCS (IF6) only

Manual movements via electronic handwheel box (optional)
Manual modification of the feed by handwheel box (optional)
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Machine-related unclamping position via macro X
Stop-function for clamping in; Measure function (measure and re-process) via macro o.d.

o.d.

Particular turning cycles and turning functions (realized in CAD/CAM)

X

Longitudinal thread-cutting interior X
Chipping cycles (longitudinal, plane, from left or from right) X
Chipping cycles interior, exterior X

X

X
Cut-in-cycles exterior X

o.d.

Contour turning X
Cone turning X

X

Help
Simulation of turning in CAD/CAM and CNC; Workshopprogramming without CNC-knowledge X

Turn Print//Mill/Scan 2014
3D print only in connection with IF6 and prepared C-axis nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b
General information 
Activation of the software function for 3D print with purchase of 3D-printer head (e.g. extruder) X X x
Extension of machine selection (Print/Mill) X X x

Cad/Cam equipment

X X x

X X x

Customer specific:
Edit data of tool-geometry (tool description)
Set of often used tool in a tool-set 

Longitudinal thread-cutting (exterior, left, right, M-norm-thread) in connection with pulsator and electronic interface (opt.)
Individual linear threads

Boring cycles for centric borings (with/without chippig) 
Cut-off-cycles (left, right, exteriorng) 
Cut-off-cycles (with/without chamfered edge)

Optional:
Cutter-radius correction (provision for tool-geometry)
Radiusfunction (saves special tools and polishing)

Provision for reverse play (as far as possible, not with contour turning, high precision turning)

nccad9 

STL-import:
- files through download from Internet or by external 3D-CAD program or via CAD-function  „Contour & Body“
- ASCII or binary
STL-viewer:
- display, zoom, rotate,
- scale by scaling factor 0.01 to 100
Slicer:
- integrated
- configuration via standard defaults or individually
- automatic generation of NC-program (*.PNC)
Operation guide by assistants:
- pictures and texts as direct help
3D-Simulation with
- 3D-display of the growing body and the printing tracks
- exact following of simulation by scrolling, single-steps by mousewheel
- zoom and rotation in 3D by mouse wheel

Support of point/track dispensing :
- synchronization with linear axes
- print display of all drawing elements in one or several layers
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Hardware support

X X x

Turn Print/Mill/Scan 2014
General information nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b
Activation of software functions for 3D-scanning with purchase of scan-equipment X X x
Extension of machineselection  (Print/Mill/Scan). X X x

Functions

X X x

After-work, CAD-re-editing, CAD

X X x

View of the body in an STL-viewer (separate window). X X x
Limitation to a maximum of 36 contours x

Help-Programs nccad8 nccad9a nccad9b
Fonts editor zse3.exe
Generation or re-edition of KOSY-specific fonts X X x

o.d. o.d. o.d.

For transfer of firmware into the microcontrollers X X X x
Special versions 
 Upgrade for absolutely professional systems
Customer- and application specific STL-functions – on demand     o.d. o.d. o.d.

3D-printing head (extruder)
- stepper motor drive
- heater- control circuit with override potentiometer
- feed-coordination with linear axes
Heatable underlay:
- heater control circuit with temperature default
- external power supply

3D-Scanning  (only in connection with MCS (IF6) and prepared C-axis and scanning equipment).
nccad9 

4 MAX-Scaning methods with line laser and camera:
- 3D-body, surface structure, Rotate section, linear section.
- Contour via colour analysis with parameters setting (threshold, difference value, pixel distance).
- Generate and save a point cloud
2 MAX-Scanning methods with camera:
- Background pictures (2D-surface, edge contour)
Guide via assistant:
- Pictures and texts as direct help.
Project administration:
- Generate a file structure
- Organisation of further processing
Extension possibilities:
- Procedure with „structured light“

Conversion of contours in polygons
Application of CAD-functions
Application of the function „Contur & Body“, see also CAD part  3D.

nccad9 

Printed circuit boards with MAXpcb

On demand, contact us for advice:
Add-on program with direct connection to nccad
- Gerber-Import with mit postediting
- Generation of isolation tracks 
- Generation of boring data
- Tool management
Demo version available

MAX_FlashTool .exe
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